many autobiographical references, with lots of personal interventions, and even a chapter with Amorós’ personal notes during this campaign is included. Antoni Pujador recedes to the background.

In the fourth and last part, the chapters are reduced to a few pages, where the last years of Pujador’s life are described. The book ends with a poem in French, without a translation, which prevents those who do not know this language from understanding the final tribute.

In this biographical book, the author’s presence is constant: in many pictures – some of them without the protagonist of the book – and in detailed descriptions of all the aspects related to the island. In addition, some personal letters sent by Pujador are included.

Thus, the first part describes climbing and aeronautics – Pujador’s interests at his early life – and the third part seems to be more dedicated to the author. What is left of Antoni Pujador and his relationship with Rapa Nui? I ask myself if the exciting life of Pujador could have been expressed in half of the pages.

The book lacks some details, such as the translation of certain notes and letters in English and French (the reader who does not understand the latter can skip some pages). Also, some references are repeated. All these data, the result of a long and meticulous process of documentation, are mostly irrelevant.

In summary, throughout the book the admiration that Amorós felt toward the protagonist of the story is reflected in the superlative adjectives that he constantly uses when talking about Pujador’s life. It is nostalgic, a personal tribute that seems more addressed to his close friends than to an anonymous reader, although, thanks to this book, we now know more about Antoni Pujador and his passion for Easter Island. I must confess that El sueño imposible de Antoni Pujador is more enthusiastic than exciting, but if you are interested in Pujador’s or Amorós’ life, this is your book.

Dr Santa Coloma is an anthropologist living in Barcelona.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear RNJ, I received my copy of the Journal and was very interested to read John H Bryant’s article about the Byrd Antarctic II Expedition’s visits to Easter Island. Amazingly enough, I can supply further evidence of the Bear of Oakland’s visit in 1935, on its way home.

I enclose an image of an envelope cover with the Bear of Oakland’s cachet and handwritten underneath is “Easter Island South Pacific Ocean”. The cover is addressed to Dunedin, New Zealand and postmarked at Christobal, Canal Zone, April 25th 1935. When I purchased the cover I had hopes that it would be a good addition to my Postal History collection of the island but anyone could write “Easter Island South Pacific Ocean” on a cover, without it necessarily having been anywhere near the island. I realized that some research was needed.

I obtained a copy of Admiral Byrd’s book about the expedition and found the brief mention that the Bear of